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Tree reconciliation combined with
subsampling improves large scale inference
of orthologous group hierarchies
Davide Heller1,2, Damian Szklarczyk1,2 and Christian von Mering1,2*
Abstract
Background: An orthologous group (OG) comprises a set of orthologous and paralogous genes that share a last
common ancestor (LCA). OGs are defined with respect to a chosen taxonomic level, which delimits the position of the
LCA in time to a specified speciation event. A hierarchy of OGs expands on this notion, connecting more general OGs,
distant in time, to more recent, fine-grained OGs, thereby spanning multiple levels of the tree of life. Large scale
inference of OG hierarchies with independently computed taxonomic levels can suffer from inconsistencies between
successive levels, such as the position in time of a duplication event. This can be due to confounding genetic signal or
algorithmic limitations. Importantly, inconsistencies limit the potential use of OGs for functional annotation and
third-party applications.
Results: Here we present a new methodology to ensure hierarchical consistency of OGs across taxonomic levels. To
resolve an inconsistency, we subsample the protein space of the OG members and perform gene tree-species tree
reconciliation for each sampling. Differently from previous approaches, by subsampling the protein space, we avoid
the notoriously difficult task of accurately building and reconciling very large phylogenies. We implement the method
into a high-throughput pipeline and apply it to the eggNOG database. We use independent protein domain
definitions to validate its performance.
Conclusion: The presented consistency pipeline shows that, contrary to previous limitations, tree reconciliation can
be a useful instrument for the construction of OG hierarchies. The key lies in the combination of sampling smaller
trees and aggregating their reconciliations for robustness. Results show comparable or greater performance to
previous pipelines. The code is available on Github at: https://github.com/meringlab/og_consistency_pipeline.
Keywords: Tree reconciliation, Consistency, Orthologous groups
Background
From the initial definition of orthology and paralogy by
Walter Fitch [1], which distinguishes whether two genes
diverged from their last common ancestor by speciation or
duplication, the concept has been expanded to the notion
of orthologous group (OG) [2]. The latter aims to repre-
sent a set of genes from two or more species that are in
a homologous relationship with respect to their last com-
mon ancestor at a given speciation event. This extends
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the historically pairwise relationship of orthology to be
more inclusive. For example, an OG can contain paralogs,
if their duplication occurred after the speciation event
of reference. In fact, we distinguish between in-paralogs
and out-paralogs when the duplication event occurred
respectively after (in) or before (out) the speciation of
reference [3].
When defining OGs, one always chooses a taxonomic
level of reference, i.e. the last common ancestor of the
species included in the OG. Because of this characteristic,
many resources have focused their attention on provid-
ing hierarchically layered OGs [4–8] or "OG hierarchies"
illustrated in (Fig. 1). This has proven a useful extension
© The Author(s). 2019 Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0
International License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and
reproduction in any medium, provided you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the source, provide a link to the
Creative Commons license, and indicate if changes were made. The Creative Commons Public Domain Dedication waiver
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Fig. 1 Hierarchical orthologous groups and the consistency problem. Letters represent species while the subscript number of each letter represents
a gene of the relative species. Boxes and circles represent orthologous groups (OG), while the number inside the circle denotes the number of
genes in the respective OG. The example shows how genes are clustered into OGs based on the chosen taxonomic level (dotted line) and how the
independently computed levels can be joined into a hierarchy of OGs(right side). a shows a hierarchically inconsistent definition, while b shows the
repaired and consistent definition. The presented consistency pipeline acts with split and merge operations to make the network consistent are
highlighted in orange. (Figure based on [40])
to provide a connection from larger OGs, whose ances-
tor is distant in time, to more fine-grained OGs, whose
species are more closely related [6]. The method used
to compute hierarchies of OGs differs across resources.
For example, eggNOG [9] and orthoDB [10] compute
OGs independently at various radiations on the tree of
life, while others rely on a graph based approach [11] or
hierarchical pairwise comparison [8].
Intuitively, when discussing the prediction of OG hier-
archies, gene tree inference combined with species tree
reconciliation would seem the ideal answer, but it has
been difficult to build phylogenies that are sufficiently
accurate, while being as computationally scalable as clus-
tering methods [12, 13]. On the other hand, clustering
methods, such as eggNOG and orthoDB, must work with
varying genomic signal across levels. At every level, the
species composition is different and as a consequence the
genetic signal will result from different rates of evolution
as well as varying quality of genome annotation. It is there-
fore possible that two independent clustering processes
at two different taxonomic levels can create hierarchically
inconsistent results (Fig. 1a). For example, while it would
be expected that all the proteins of an OG at the taxo-
nomic level of mammals should be found in a single OG at
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the vertebrate level, it is possible that the previously clus-
tered proteins split in two separate OGs at the vertebrate
level. Such inconsistencies limit the propagation of infor-
mation across the database and furthermore present the
end-user with incompatible results for distinct levels.
Here we present a new methodology to resolve incon-
sistent hierarchies of OGs based on tree reconciliation.
We acknowledge the open challenges for large-scale OG
inference faced by tree-based methods and for this reason
limit their scope by subsampling the space of proteins that
are part of an inconsistency beforehand. Sampling small
sets of genes from each inconsistency allows to recon-
cile many phylogenies even for hierarchies containing very
large OGs, for which it would be difficult to build accurate
phylogenies. The collection of reconciled tree samples is
then used to create consensus on how the OGs should
be repaired (Fig. 1b) to ensure consistency between tax-
onomic levels, rather than to re-infer the OGs entirely.
To validate the approach, we have applied the consistency
pipeline to the eukaryotic clade of the eggNOG database.
We measured the performance through the QFO bench-
marking service [14] and InterPro domains [15] and show
that by making all OGs hierarchically consistent, we actu-
ally improve the performance of the database.
Methods
The proposed pipeline to resolve inconsistent OG hier-
archies consists of six major steps (Fig. 2): (1) expanding
individual OGs to a hierarchical definition connecting
several taxonomic levels; (2) sampling the expanded defi-
nition by selecting subsets of proteins spanning the incon-
sistency; (3) building a phylogenetic tree for each of the
subsamples; (4) reconciling the sampled gene trees with
the species tree using a tree reconciliation algorithm; (5)
joining the solutions resulting from the reconciliation to
decide how to repair the inconsistency; (6) propagating
the applied solution to all lower levels if new inconsis-
tencies are formed. Since the current application of the
methodology is the eggNOG database, we will describe
the following sections with the latter in mind, but the
approach can be adapted easily to other sources. An
open source python implementation using the Snakemake
workflow engine [16] is available at https://github.com/
meringlab/og_consistency_pipeline.
Expansion of orthologous groups
The expansion step consists of detecting hierarchical
inconsistencies, by following the protein members of each
OG between related levels (parent-children). The parent
level is the next higher taxonomic rank, i.e. closer to the
root level in the taxonomy tree. For example, in eggNOG’s
level hierarchy a higher level would be Supraprimates
while its lower levels would be Primates and Rodents.
Starting from the proteins of an OG at a lower level,
each protein is matched at the higher level to determine
whether it is assigned to a higher level OG. For each
protein of the matched higher OG, the search process
is reversed towards the lower levels, to determine the
assignment in the lower levels. The search process con-
tinues as long as new OGs are found. In a graph analogy,
OGs would be the nodes of a graph where edges repre-
sent protein overlap between a higher and a lower OG.
In this analogy, the search algorithm simply determines
the connected components of the graph. We denote each
connected component as expanded OG (Fig. 2, dashed
oval) to represent the fact that it was created by expanding
a single initial OG. Hierarchical inconsistencies, are now
easily found whenever the proteins of a lower OG diverge
in two or more higher OGs. Because of the presence of
singletons (single protein member not assigned to any
OG), we differentiate inconsistencies when composed of
only singletons at the higher level or only one higher OG
of size larger than two. These trivial cases are automati-
cally assigned to be merged without further phylogenetic
testing.
Sampling the inconsistencies
To assess via tree reconciliation how to resolve a hierarchi-
cal inconsistency, we apply a subsampling strategy. Since
OGs can consist of hundreds or even thousands of pro-
teins, it is computationally expensive to build reliable phy-
logenetic trees including all proteins in the inconsistency.
Therefore, we repeatedly sample a subset of proteins and
use the latter to build phylogenetic trees for the recon-
ciliation step. The sampling strategy is a guided process,
i.e. not entirely random; instead, the species composition
should be such that the last common ancestor is located
at the higher taxonomic level. This criterion ensures that
the tree reconciliation step determines whether, to solve
the inconsistency, the higher OGs should be merged (spe-
ciation event) or left separated (duplication event) by
splitting the lower OGs. In order to fulfill the criterion, the
guided sampling process first determines the species com-
position of all the proteins in the inconsistency. Then, the
species composition is used to determine which child tax-
onomic levels are composing the problem. For example,
for an inconsistency at Supraprimates, the species com-
position could be Primates, Rodents or Leporidae species,
added at Supraprimates. By sampling proteins from at
least two of these levels, we can ensure that the root of the
sampled tree is located at Supraprimates. For the special
case in which the species composition comes from only
one of the child levels, e.g. primates, a merge decision is
automatically assigned without further phylogenetic test-
ing. This follows the assumption, that such inconsistencies
are best addressed already at the lower level, e.g. whether
the inconsistent primate’s proteins should be clustered
together or not.
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Fig. 2 Flowchart of the consistency pipeline Given an inconsistent hierarchy of OGs, the consistency pipeline traverses the hierarchy of levels in
reversed level order, i.e. starting from the leaves, every parent level is visited only after all lower levels have been visited (outer loop). To make each
level hierarchically consistent with all its lower levels, the described six steps are applied for each inconsistency in the level (inner loop): (1)
expansion of OGs between one parent level and its children levels, to identify hierarchical inconsistencies (red lines); (2) subsampling of the
expanded OG (dashed oval) to obtain sequence samples; (3) Gene tree computation from the sequence samples and pruning of the general species
tree to match individual gene tree samples; (4) reconciliation of gene tree and pruned species tree samples; (5) majority vote to determine the
solution to resolve the inconsistency, i.e. merge or split; (6) propagation of the split decision if new inconsistencies arise in children’s descendant
levels. The algorithm repeats until the root level is completed and the entire hierarchy will be consistent
Tree building
For each sample, we retrieve the protein sequences used
to define the orthologous groups (see “Input data” section)
and build a phylogenetic tree. The multiple sequence
alignment is computed using MAFFT [17] and the phylo-
genetic tree is built with FastTree [18].While several other
combinations are possible, we chose the latter combina-
tion due to its reliability and speed. The resulting trees
are rooted with the midpoint criterion, which in absence
of reliable outgroup information is a reasonable alterna-
tive [19] and is commonly chosen by high-throughput
phylogenetic tree workflows [20].
Tree reconciliation
For every sampled phylogenetic tree, we prune a general
species tree until it only includes the species in the sam-
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ple. The reconciliation between the sampled gene tree and
the pruned species tree is performed using the tree rec-
onciliation software NOTUNG [21]. The results of the
tree reconciliation predict for each inner tree node which
evolutionary event has occurred, using the maximum par-
simony principle. We limit the inference to the detection
of speciation, duplication (D) and loss events (L), also
defined as the DL scenario. While it is possible to include
the detection of lateral gene transfer (LGT) events, i.e.
the DTL scenario, we do not expect that in the eukary-
otic domain of life LGT events have a strong influence on
inconsistencies given their limited occurrence [22].
Solution joining
The evolutionary events resulting from the reconciliation
algorithm suggest the solution for solving the inconsis-
tency andmaking the hierarchy of OGs consistent. Specif-
ically, we focus on the evolutionary event corresponding
to the root of the tree to decide whether to split or merge
the inconsistency. A duplication event indicates that at
the current taxonomic level the two sister clades are in
a paralogous relationship and therefore the higher OGs
should stay separated. We apply the split decision, to
separate the lower, inconsistent, OG into two or more
OGs according to the higher OGs by protein overlap.
A speciation event indicates instead that the two sister
clades are orthologous and should by definition be part
of the same orthologous group. We apply the merge deci-
sion to join the higher OGs into a single OG. Because
for each inconsistency we have multiple tree reconcilia-
tions, we separate the join process into two sub-routines.
First, individual reconciliation samples are aggregated by
majority vote to decide whether to merge the higher OGs
or split the lower OG. Second, since the expanded OG
can be composed of several inconsistencies, we apply the
solutions iteratively until the expanded OG is completely
consistent.
Solution back-propagation
While merge operations change the higher taxonomic
level, without influencing the lower levels, the split oper-
ations divide OGs at the lower levels, making it possi-
ble that new inconsistencies arise in the subtree of the
descendant levels, which was previously consistent. Using
the eggNOG level hierarchy as example, if an inconsis-
tency between the higher level Mammalia and the lower
level Superprimates is solved by splitting the OG at the
Superprimates level, this may create an inconsistency with
its descendant levels, Primates and Rodents. To ensure
maintenance of consistency, split operations are there-
fore back-propagated towards the leaf levels whenever
new inconsistencies arise, that is, the conflicting OGs in
lower levels of the hierarchy are split as well until no
inconsistency is present in the sub-hierarchy.
Methods and data for validation
Input data
We applied the consistency pipeline to version 4.0 of the
eggNOG database [23], which provides non-supervised
orthologous groups for 2031 species across 107 taxonomic
levels. For this study, we focused on repairing the eukary-
otic clade of the eggNOG level tree containing 238 species
and 2’859’900 clustered proteins. In this particular sub-
set of the database there were 273’784 inconsistencies,
out of which 63’846 classified as non-trivial (see sam-
pling method). The pipeline was applied to each level
in the hierarchy in reversed level order (leaf to root),
such that for every level the children are either leaves or
have already been repaired to be consistent towards lower
levels.
Species tree
The species trees used for reconciling gene trees in the
reconciliation step are pruned versions of the same gen-
eral species tree. The latter species tree was computed
using 40 marker genes and the NCBI reference taxonomy
as a constraint [23].
Algorithm parameters and performance
The consistency pipeline has two parameters that deter-
mine the sampling algorithm, the number of samples (n)
and the number of protein sequences in each sample (m).
For the results shown below, we used n=30 and m=25,
leading to a total average of 1’214’808 reconciled trees to
resolve all non-trivial inconsistencies. The tree compu-
tations and reconciliations were parallelized on an SGE
cluster with 600 cores. The remaining tasks, including
expansion, sampling and joining were performed on a
high memory machine using 10 cores. Overall, the execu-
tion of the pipeline lasted on average 21 h (of which cluster
operations: 10h tree computations, 3.6h reconciliation).
Third party software parameters
MAFFT (v6.861) [17] was used with default parameters
(–auto) and –memsave when the input sequence was
above 4000 amino acids; FastTree (v2.1.9) [18] with -nopr
-pseudo -mlacc 3 -slownni options for increased recon-
struction accuracy; NOTUNG (v2.9) [24] with default
weighing scheme (D=1.5, L=1) and the –rearrange option
with threshold 0.9. The latter option rearranges the topol-
ogy of the tree for weakly supported branches to minimize
the cumulative cost of the reconciliation.
Quest for Orthologs (QFO) benchmark
We used the orthology benchmark service published by
Altenhoff et al. [14], which offers three main test cat-
egories for the evaluation of orthologous gene pairs:
(1) Species Tree discordance tests, (2) Gold standard
gene tree tests and (3) Gene Ontology and Enzymatic
Nomenclature tests; Importantly, no single test category
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is identified as more important than the others. The
QFO benchmark uses 66 reference proteomes and aims
to provide a "common denominator" for method com-
parison in the orthology field. We continue to support
this effort but acknowledge, together with the benchmark
authors [14], that the included tests are geared towards
orthologous pair predictions and less optimized for OG
predictions and, to an even lesser degree, for hierarchical
OG definitions. Furthermore, given the reduced number
of reference proteomes, it was not possible to define a
large taxonomic hierarchy for which to apply the consis-
tency pipeline. We therefore mapped the QFO proteomes
through the reciprocal best hit method to the eggNOG
proteomes and designed a simple bottom up algorithm
to convert the hierarchy of OGs into pairs of orthologs
(see Additional file 5). Given the high degree of variabil-
ity introduced by such conversion process, we used the
benchmark service as a control to test whether the orthol-
ogous pair prediction performance changed after applying
consistency rather than to compare against other methods
submitted to the QFO benchmark.
Domain benchmark
We devised a benchmark that is better suited for larger
number of species and hierarchies of OGs, by analyz-
ing the protein domain distribution across OGs. From a
structural point of view, domains constitute the functional
units of proteins but at the same time, from an evolu-
tionary perspective, they are also highly conserved protein
sequences [25, 26]. They are the most straight forward
building blocks of deep homology [27] and as such tightly
connected to the definition of OGs. As originally shown
by [2], OGs tend to closely represent conserved domain
families. The assumptions for this benchmark are twofold:
in a hierarchy of OGs, the OG at the taxonomic level
closest to the evolutionary origin of the domain, should
(1) contain all annotated proteins and (2) exclude the
proteins with conflicting domain annotation. Since these
assumptions are not without challenges [26], we have
excluded domains with short sequence length (<= 50aa)
given their high degree of mobility [28, 29] and excluded
potential cases of convergent evolution (e.g. zinc-fingers
and repeats). Furthermore, since we applied our pipeline
to the eukaryotic levels of eggNOG, we restricted the
benchmark to domains that were annotated exclusively in
Eukaryotes and present in at least 5 species.
To annotate the proteins in the eggNOG database we
used the domain database InterPro(v64.0) as well as the
UniProt database to link protein identifiers. We restricted
the test set of eggNOG proteins to a subset with high
confidence matching to UniProt (1-to-1 mutual best hits
and above 70% sequence identity). This condition lim-
its the maximum number of available annotations, but
minimizes the error rate of incorrect-annotation due
erroneous mapping. We use the mapping file available
from InterPro FTP service (protein2interpro.dat.gz, ver-
sion 64, [15]) to identify the UniProt ids to annotate.
Additionally, we selected the domains originating from
the PFAM database to define a consistent source of anno-
tation and further pruned the dataset as described above.
The final set of tested domains can be further divided into
InterPro Domains and InterPro Families [30]. The total
number of tested domains is 4120, out of which 2143 are
defined as InterPro Family and 1977 as InterPro Domain.
For each tested protein domain the dataset contains sev-
eral proteins which are annotated with the domain. These
proteins constitute the maximal set of positive elements
for the test when we compute the statistical performance
measures for a matching OG, i.e. with at least one pro-
tein annotated with the tested domain.We divide theOG’s
proteins into 3 categories: (1) proteins with the domain
annotation which constitute the true positives (TP); (2)
proteins without the domain annotation but from species
which have been annotated with that domain, i.e. the
false positive (FP), and (3) the remaining proteins with-
out the domain annotation but from species which do
not have the tested domain annotation and are therefore
excluded from the test. Finally, the other proteins in the
dataset at the same taxonomic level that are annotated
with the tested domain are the false negatives (FN). We
also excluded from testing proteins that were not matched
with sufficiently high score to UniProt. We computed pre-
cision (or positive predictive value, PPV = TP/(TP+FP)),
recall (or true positive rate, TPR = TP/(TP + FN)) and
their harmonic mean or F1 score, to be used as the final
score with which to validate the benchmark. For each
domain, the best F1 score is selected across all levels.
Ad-hoc consistency strategy for eggNOG 4.5
We have developed a temporary method of forcing the
consistent hierarchy by repairing the obvious cluster-
ing errors without introducing significant deviation from
the size distribution of the original OGs [9]. As with
the presented reconciliation-based method, the algo-
rithm is applied in reverse (leaf to root) level order
prioritizing the human branch. For every inconsistency
between the tested and the parental level, the method
is applied iteratively between the largest parental cluster
and every other affected parental cluster in the descend-
ing size order. The decision consists of either joining the
parental clusters (merge) or splitting the proteins from
the tested cluster (split) at the tested level and every
affected branch in the leaf-ward direction. The method,
by default, joins the inconsistent clusters when there is no
overlap between species. If such overlap exist the merge
decision is applied only to groups with dissimilar sizes
(more than 100% size difference) otherwise the split deci-
sion is applied. Such blunt heuristic seems not to create
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very large OGs which are not present in the original
clustering.
Results
We present the benchmark results by comparing the con-
sistent OG definition generated by our method (Level
Sampling - LS) against OG definitions generated, using
the same eggNOG dataset, by the following methods: the
original inconsistent version (v4.0), the ad-hoc strategy
for eggNOG v4.5 (v4.5), a strategy that always merges
inconsistencies (MERGE – M), always splits inconsisten-
cies (SPLIT – S) and randomly chooses whether to split
or merge an inconsistency with equal probability (RAN-
DOM – RND). Besides the original definition (v4.0) all
other OG definitions are hierarchically consistent.
In (Additional files 4: Figure S4 and 6: Table S2) we show
the results from the QFO benchmark service. Since the
presented method (LS) consists solely of eukaryotic OGs,
the ortholog predictions from missing species pairs are
taken from (v4.0), the baseline. The results showed close
performance between the baseline (v4.0), the presented
method (LS) and the ad-hoc strategy (v4.5), while the
(SPLIT) scenario departs from the baseline (v4.0) with a
much lower number of predicted pairs throughout all tests
(low recall). It was not possible to identify a clear win-
ner across the benchmark, with all versions often aligning
orthogonally to the direction of best performance. Gener-
ally speaking, for the species tree discordance tests (Addi-
tional file 4: Figure S4A,B), the presented method (LS)
shows a more balanced performance, completing more
tree samplings (4/6 tests) than the baseline (v4.0) as well as
being more precise in average RF distance (5/6 tests) and
average fraction of incorrect trees (4/6 tests) than baseline
(v4.0) and the ad-hoc strategy and (v4.5). For the reference
gene tree tests the ad-hoc strategy (v4.5) has a better recall
and precision (Additional file 4: Figure S4C,D). RND and
MERGEwere not included due to the high number of gen-
erated orthologous pairs (respectively more than 8 billion
pairs for MERGE and 3 billion pairs for RND, compared
to less than 21 million pairs for each of the remaining
methods).
In (Fig. 3) we introduce the results of the domain bench-
mark with the example domain Pop3 (InterPro Family
IPR013241: RNase P, subunit Pop3). This domain is anno-
tated in 47 fungal species, with each 1 annotated pro-
tein. The line profiles connect the best matching OG for
each version for a hierarchy of nested taxonomic levels,
in this example from Saccharomyceta over Ascomycota,
Fungi, Opistokonta to Eukaryota. The inconsistent ver-
sion (v4.0) represents our baseline performance. The line
profile shows that the best scoring OGs do not include all
annotated proteins (17 at most) with the consequent low
F1 score. This is also visualized in (Fig. 4a), which shows
the OG network as explored by the expansion step (see
Methods) before repairing inconsistencies. Inconsisten-
cies are the branching points in the upwards direction
and reflect the reassignment of proteins. The random
strategy, albeit consistent (Fig. 4c), did not improve the
performance of the OG definition by resolving the incon-
sistencies. The ad-hoc strategy based on species-overlap,
performed better but still missed the majority of anno-
tated proteins. In this example, our method (LS) obtained
the best score by merging the inconsistencies into a single
OG (Fig. 4b).
To combine findings for individual domains, we selected
the OG with the highest F1 score among all levels as
representative for the respective OG definition. The box-
plots in (Fig. 3b) show the aggregated results for 4120
InterPro domains. The always split strategy obtained the
lowest performance and generates a smaller OG size dis-
tribution (Additional file 2: Figure S2C). Similar perfor-
mance is obtained by the random strategy, which created
both smaller and larger aggregations. The always merge
strategy obtained performance similar or better than the
inconsistent version, but also generates a very skewed
OG size distribution, culminating in a very large clus-
ter at the Eukaryota level (1’533’579 proteins in one OG
out of 2’859’900 cumulatively clustered level proteins,
53.62%). The presented method (LS) performed better
than the inconsistent version (v4.0) in all tested scenar-
ios (one-sided paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p-value
< 0.0001) and has comparable or better performance than
the ad-hoc strategy (v4.5) (one-sided paired Wilcoxon
signed-rank test, p-value for all domains 0.06 (Fig. 3b’), for
InterPro Family type 0.02 (Additional file 2: Figure S2A”)
and non-significant for InterPro Domain type (Fig. 3a’)).
We simplified the difference for visualization in (Fig. 3c)
by representing only the domains for which the F1 score
difference between the methods (LS, v4.0, v4.5) is greater
than 0.1. Importantly, the presented LS method did not
alter the OG size distribution extensively.
Discussion
In the presented methodology, inconsistencies are solved
using one of two possible decisions: (1) splitting the lower
OG by subdividing it according to intersection with the
OGs at the higher level, resulting in two or more smaller
orthologous groups; (2) merging the higher OGs into one
single OG, containing all proteins from the OG at the
lower level. From this perspective, the reconciliation strat-
egy is one of many possible binary strategies that indicates
for every inconsistency whether to split or merge. The
resulting OG definition is consistent as long as the chosen
strategy does not create new inconsistencies, for example
by back-propagating split decisions (see Methods).
Notably, also choosing randomly whether to split or
merge an inconsistency with back-propagation fulfill
the requirements to obtain a hierarchically consistent
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Fig. 3 Domain benchmark results for tested OG definitions (S/SPLIT; M/MERGE; RND/RANDOM; Level Sampling/LS; 4.0/v4.0; 4.5/v4.5). (A’-A”)
Example evaluation of InterPro entry IPR013241 (RNase P, subunit Pop3). F1 score and size (no. of proteins) are shown for the orthologous group
(OG) with the best matching (F1) to annotated proteins (n=47), for each tested definition (colors) and selected taxonomic levels. Levels in nested
order: Saccharomycetales, Ascomycota, Fungi, Opistokonta, Eukaryota. (B’-B”) Cumulative results for all tested domains (n=4120). For every OG
definition (columns), for each domain, the best matching OG (F1 score) across all tested taxonomic levels is chosen. One-sided paired Wilcoxon
signed rank test, alternative hypothesis F1(v4.0) - F1(LS) < 0, p-value: < 0.0001 (all cases); F1(v4.5) - F1(LS) < 0, p-value all domains: 0.06 (InterPro
Family type 0.02 (Additional file 2: Figure S2A’) and non-significant for InterPro Domain type (Additional file 2: Figure S2A”)). (C) Selective comparison
on 858 domains that differ more than 0.1 in F1 score between the compared methods (LS, v4.0, v4.5). Every point in the scatterplot represents F1
score and size of the best matching OG
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A
B
C
Fig. 4 Expanded OG network example for proteins annotated with InterPro entry IPR013241. Circles represent individual OG scaled for size and
connected to OGs at different taxonomic levels (legend) to represent protein overlap. Labels within the circle represent the size of the OG corrected
for proteins which were not mapped to UniProt (see data methods). The network represented in (b) shows the same network as in (a) after
application of the consistency pipeline. Likewise (c) also shows the same network as (A) but was made consistent by applying random split and
merge decisions. All three networks were pruned to the levels represented in Fig. 3a, for complete networks see Additional file 1: Figure S1
definition. While consistent, the results for a random or
constant decision (always merge/split) were not favorable,
and led to either low performance and/or excessive aggre-
gation. A very large and unspecific orthologous group is
in contrast with the aims of the OG prediction which
seeks to represent groups which can be described as pro-
tein families with a common functional characteristics
[2]. Indeed, in the introductory example (Fig. 3a) we see
both F1 score and OG size (number of protein members)
plateau for the last two levels. This is expected, as the
sequence similarity is potentially too small to produce
larger clusters at the Eukaryota level, despite speculations
that the InterPro Pop3 domain is likely to be related to
human RNase P subunit Rpp38 ([31], InterPro descrip-
tion for IPR013241). In the same example, the InterPro
annotation is also not represented entirely by a single
OG, which is due to the fact that all tested methods
rely on the initial clustering (v4.0). More precisely, if in
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the original definition the OGs containing all annotated
proteins are never linked across taxonomic levels by an
inconsistently classified protein, the methods targeted at
repairing inconsistencies, will never be able to form a
single OG containing them (Additional file 1: Figure S1
v4.0). While it is possible to develop methods that aim
to change also hierarchically consistent OGs, it is beyond
the scope of the current method to build entirely new
OG definitions. On a related note, given that the exam-
ple annotation is strictly contained in the Fungi kingdom,
it would be correct to assume that the best F1 score
should be already found at the Fungi level and not at
Opisthokonta (Fig. 3a’). This can be understood consider-
ing that the presented methods only merges OGs in the
upwards direction, that is, with respect to the OG at the
lower level, which proteins are divided into several OGs
at the next higher level. The decision of merging lower
OGs is possible but does not resolve the inconsistency. On
the contrary, the aggregation of lower OGs can potentially
create new inconsistencies.
QFO benchmark
The close clustering of the presented method (LS) to the
ad-hoc strategy (v4.5) and to the baseline (v4.0) in the
QFO benchmark results (Additional file 4: Figure S4) is
a general indication, that the consistency pipelines pre-
serve the pairwise orthologs prediction performance, but
it may also indicate that the tests are not sensitive enough
for testing differences in hierarchical OGs. The high recall
and precision of the ad-hoc strategy (v4.5) method in the
reference tree tests can be partially explained by the more
conservative approach in merging OGs, which artificially
limits the maximum size of OGs. The presented version
(LS) of our method, does not include such size limiting
heuristic. We have implemented similar strategies in the
production version for the next release of eggNOG (v5.0),
bound by computational resources given the high number
of included species (5090). This version obtained better
recall and precision scores by adding pre-processing oper-
ations for OG size control, suggesting that such simple
heuristics can indeed increase the robustness of a con-
sistency method when the signal to noise ratio is low.
Similar performance improvements can be expected if
more computational resources were allocated for more
extensive sampling, improved gene tree prediction or tree
reconciliation.
Method parameter space
Overall the results of the proposed consistency pipeline
show comparable or better performance (Fig. 3c,
Additional file 2: Figure S2) than current methods,
suggesting that sampling the protein space of the incon-
sistencies and using tree reconciliation can correctly
determine how to solve an inconsistency. The method
does, however, have a large parameter space. Being com-
posed of several individually challenging parts, such as
the phylogenetic tree construction and reconciliation, it is
virtually impossible to do an extensive parameter screen.
Phylogenetic workflows offer a plethora of possible tool
and parameter combinations and can vary greatly in
computational demand and accuracy. Tree reconcilia-
tion in addition, proposes a large number of inferable
evolutionary hypotheses and requires individual event
cost parametrization in the maximum parsimony frame-
work [32]. For these reason, we guided our choice by
practicality (rather than result optimization) and selected
a combination of established methods (MAFFT [17],
FastTree [18], NOTUNG [24]) for a consistent baseline
performance and high throughput capability.
Another important set of parameters of the consis-
tency pipeline govern the sub-sampling step. Sample size
(M) and sample number (N) determine the size (no. of
sequences) and the number of reconciled trees per incon-
sistency. To choose the used combination for the results
(LS), we performed a convergence analysis of 208 large
OGs at the Bilateria level with a starting size (before
expansion) of at least 50 proteins. We measured conver-
gence by computing the ratio of the reconciliation out-
come between inferred duplication over speciation events
(D/S ratio). In (Additional file 3: Figure S3A) we show that
for each choice ofM the D/S-ratio converges with increas-
ing N. In most cases (155/208, 73%) the final convergence
values were in close vicinity (Additional file 3: Figure S3A’-
A”’, std < 0.15) while the remaining had larger divergence
(Additional file 3: Figure S3A””). We explain this diver-
gence, by the fact that a smaller sample size inherently lim-
its the maximum amount of sequence variation captured
by the tree sample. While it is computationally infeasible
to always sample large trees, we chose a value of M=25
that reduces the variation of the D/S scores towards higher
M values (Additional file 3: Figure S3B), while still being
computationally feasible. To choose the sample number
N, we computed confidence intervals (0.95) along the con-
vergence by comparing the outcome to a Bernoulli process
with unknown success probability and correcting the esti-
mate for small sample size [33]. The same results were
also confirmed by the standardWald method [34]. As one
might expect the confidence interval initially widens to
then decrease along N (Additional file 3: Figure S3C). We
chose N=30 to combine the computational limitations and
the reduction in variance with increasing N (Additional
file 3: Figure S3D).
The sample composition is also important for the final
step of the reconciliation algorithm, as the merge-split
decision is taken based on the evolutionary event inferred
at the root of the tree.While we include multiple branches
of life by selectively sampling the protein space (see
Methods), tree rooting remains a difficult phylogenetic
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problem. A possible improvement for this could be the
selection of an outlier sequence in each sample to make
the inference of the root easier or using an un-rooted
reconciliation approach such as [35]. Another promising
improvement lies in a recently proposed aggregated tree
reconciliation or super-tree reconciliation [36], holding
the possibility of more accurate results.
Conclusion
We developed a new methodology to solve inconsisten-
cies in hierarchies of OGs based on tree sampling and
gene-species tree reconciliation. Against previous results,
suggesting that tree reconciliation has limited applicabil-
ity in the context of large scale inference of OGs [12, 13],
we show that it can be effectively employed to determine
the solution to hierarchical inconsistencies if combined
with sub-sampling. We apply the consistency pipeline
to the eggNOG database in the eukaryotic domain of
life and evaluate results using protein domain anno-
tations from the InterPro database. Benchmark results
reveal comparable or greater performance than the origi-
nal inconsistent version or the currently employed ad-hoc
consistency strategy. Based on these results we have suc-
cessfully used a slightly modified version of the method-
ology for the upcoming release (v5.0) of the eggNOG
database, with 5090 genomes and 351 taxonomic levels.
Despite computational demands limiting the exploration
of the large parameter space governing the pipeline, the
approach offers several points to further improve the per-
formance. The sampling strategy for inconsistencies could
be improved by take into account genome quality mea-
sures, such as BUSCO by Simão et al. [37], or known
variations in the speed of genome evolution, favoring
slow evolving genomes over fast evolving ones. The field
of tree reconciliation has seen exciting new theoretical
advances which expand the number of modelled evolu-
tionary events, reconciliation for multi-domain families
[38, 39] or new ways to aggregate results from multi-
ple reconciliations [36]. These improvements can both
strengthen and expand the capabilities of our pipeline,
making it also suitable for applications in Bacteria and
Archean domain as well.
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